A computer simulation of cell stacking for even thickness in mammalian epidermis.
The method of even stacking of epidermal cells in mammalian skin was studied by computer simulation. The epidermis consists of neat vertical columns of stacked, flattened, tetrakaidecahedral cells. Cells which have been proliferated in a basal layer migrate upwards, occupy the bottom regions of vertical columns, and become members constituting columns. Computer simulations demonstrated that the column height becomes considerably varied if the cells are randomly supplied from the basal layer. In contrast, if the cells are assumed to have an ability to find the uppermost region among the column's bases consisting of one base where the cell has reached and its neighbouring bases, the cells stack into columns whose heights are remarkably uniform even if the cells are randomly supplied. The results indicated that an epidermal structure consisting of the flattened polyhedral cells could itself function as a control mechanism of the epidermal thickness.